
Objective [2.7]-group work or mini-project 
Handle situations involving a Linear Profit model (which includes Linear Revenue and Linear Cost). Handle means interpret the situation in order to solve for the input 

(quantity), output(profit), or any of the parameters (unit/marginal cost, unit/marginal price, fixed cost), whatever is “missing”.  

1.  Dream up the symbols(letters) you will need for a linear profit model.  Make a list of these symbols.  There will be six 

letters (input, output, function name, and three other parameters).  What are those three parameters?  Refer to the 

book if need be, pages 68 and 69.   Now define each one in English.  I did the INPUT for you as an example.   

(input)     1.   u     -  number of units made and sold.    

(output)    2. 

(function name)  3. 

(parameter)  4. 

(parameter)  5. 

(parameter)   6. 

 

2.  Using your defined symbols above write out the full functional form.   

___________=________________=______________________________________________ 

3.  Now drop the middle part of the full functional form and thus create the corresponding equation.  Put that in BOX 1.   

Now solve this literal equation you made for the other four symbols.  Put your “solutions” in the other four boxes.  You 

will have as many solutions as symbols (except the function name which has been dropped).    You already have one 

done that is the equation you just made by dropping out the middle part.  It is already solved for the output and should 

appear in box 1.    Hint to get started:  Solve for the input symbol and put that in box 2. 

1. 2. 

3. 4. 

5. 

X 



4.  Think of something to make and sell, or buy from a manufacturer and sell to retailers.  Now make up problems with 

all the verbiage and appropriate numbers for each of the solutions you got in part 3 (that means 5).   After making up 

the problem go ahead and compute the answer.  Write out each question and answer below.  (you are making up future 

quiz and test questions for me so do a good job. I could use yours so be clear and proof your English too).    

 

5.   Finally put any of the literal equations from step 2 (it doesn’t matter which one) into Y1=  but with the LHS equal to 

zero.  Now use SOLVER to confirm all your answers of the previous part #4.    If you don’t know how to use SOLVER then 

watch the calculator skill video C.12 or the video on solver and linear profit for objective 2.7 

 

MARK THROUGH OR ERASE THIS LINE WHEN YOU HAVE CONFIRMED ALL YOUR ANSWERS TO PART 4. 

Example 1:   A company is making and selling gummy bears to wholesalers.  Their unit cost is $0.10/bag.  Their monthly 
fixed cost is $10,000.   They will sell them to wholesalers for $.80 each.  If they would like a monthly profit of $100,000 
how many gummy bear bags must they make and sell in a month.   
(need to find the number of units) Ans:=128,571 units/month 
 
Example 2:   A wholesaler is marketing gummy bears to retailers.  Their unit cost is $1.20/bag and their monthly fixed 
cost is $10,000.   They anticipate orders of 60,000 bags per month.   If they would like a monthly profit of $50,000 what 
do they need to set the “wholesale” unit price for retailers at?.   
(need to find unit price) Ans:=$1.86/bag 
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